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ABSTRACT

This report provides functional, operational, and maintenance
information for six specially fabricated pieces of hardware
used in the analysis of Acoustic Data Acquisition capsule
information. This special equipment was designed to decode
time, overload, and calibration information from the analog
acoustic data, as well as provide synchronization between
units in the data analysis system.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report contains the functional and operational description

of specially fabricated hardware used in the analysis of data from

the Acoustic Data Acquisition Capsule (ACODAC). (1,2) The data

recorded on analog magnetic tape, consists of six channels of acoustic

information from a hydrophone array and one channel with the time, data

channel gains, and unit identificaticn in a coded sequence. The ACODAC

system provides both overload indications and periodic calibration

signals to determine the influence of the data acquisition equipment

on the information. Analysis of the data is primarily performed by

a CDO 5200 computer. However, a real time analyzer (RTA) is integrated

into the system for ambient noise and continuous wave (cv) analysis.

The special hardware is used to decode information from the

magnetic tape, and to provide time and frequency references for

digitization and RTA operation. The flow charts, Figs. 1 and 2, show

a block diagram of the precomputer functions, with heavy lines indicating

the equipment described in this report. That equipment consists of the

following items.

(1) a time code reader that t ovides a time and channel gain
visual reference for the operator and digitally for the
computer;

(2) a phase lock frequency multiplier that aids in reducing
tape recorder induced jitter;

(5) a filter for the data channels to compensate the spectrum
of' some types of data during digitization;

(4) an overload and calibration signal detector to inform the
computer and the operator of the presence of such conditions;

(5) a RTA reset counter to synchronize the loading of information
into the analyzer; and

(6) a pulse delay circuit to synchronize A/D sampling of the RTA
spectrum information.

1
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Each succeeding chapter, therefore, provides a description of one

of those special pieces of hardware, a brief discussion of its operation,

and an explanation of its pertinent controls and adjustments.



2.0 TIME CODE READER

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Background

The ARL time code reader (TCR) was built to analyza ACODAC

(acoustic dc~ta acquisition capsule) data. One channel of the ACODAC

analog data tape contains a modified form of IRIG-C time code which

is used to synchronize the data recorded on the other channels. Hence,

a time code reader capable of outputting time data and timing

interrupts to the ARL computer system was required to synchronize the

analysis of acoustic data on ACODAC tapes. The location of the TCR

in the data analy-is system is shown in Fig. 3.

The decision to build a time code reader "in-house," as opposed

to pu.rchasing a modified version of one of the coiwercuaiiy available

units, was based on several considerations. First of all, there was

a problem with scheduling and delivery. The analysis of the ACODAC

data tapes required a TCR in 4 to 6 weeks after the contract had been

awarded. Quotes obtained by the ARL purchasing department from several

prominent TCR manufacturers provided for delivery times of 60 to

120 days. It was decided that a TCR could be designed and fabricated

in-house in approximately 6 weeks using devices which .,ere on hand,

thereby precluding the usual delivery problems.

In addition to the foregoing problems, there was the requirement

that the TCR be capable of reading a nonstandard IRIG-C code and

additional bits cf ACODAC system information from unused p.rtions of

the IRIG-C time frame. All of the TCR manufacturers contacted were

willing to build these special capabilities into their TCR's. However,

it was thought that the characteŽristics of the time code recorded on

future ACODAC tapes might be changed. In that event, the TCR would

have to be modified to accommodate the changes in the characteristics

of the time code. Such a modification would obviously be easier to

perform on an "in-house" TCR than on a purchased unit.

5
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2.1.2 General Description

The ARL time code reader is designed to read and display IRIG

standard time code-Format C (Fig. 4), which has been encoded on either

a 100 Hz or 50 Hz carrier frequency. Although a carrier frequency of

100 Hz is the "standard" for IRIG-C time code, the ACODAC data (for which

the TCR was specifically designed) uses a 50 Hz carrier. (Carrier

frequency of 50 or 100 Hz is selectable with a switch on the front

panel of the TCR.)

The ARL-TCR also reads and displays ACODAC system identification

and channel gain states data which has been encoded in "unused" portions

of the basic IRIG-C time frame by the ACODAC time code generators and

recorders.

A continuously variable range of playback speeds from 1 to 160

times the original speed of recording can be accommodated by the TCR.

The time decoding technique used in the ARL-TCR eliminates the need

for a "playback speed" selector switch. The TCR will also accommodate

inputs from tapes played either forward or reverse; however, the option

to read forward or reverse must be indicated via the DIRECTION s-lector

switch on the front panel of the TCR. See Fig. 5.

An overall block diagram of the TCR is shown in Fig. 6. An

amplitude modulated sine wave signal containing IRIG-C time data is

input to the analog "front end" of the TCR. It is converted to two

digital pulse trains (see Fig. 7) which are output to the digital section

of the reader. The digital section decodes the time information contained

in these pulse trains and displays the results as days, hours, and

minutes. In addition, the aforementioned ACODAC system data is decoded

and displayed on the front panel of the TCR via binary lamps. All of

the displayed data are made available for output to external equipment

(specifically the ARL CDC 3200 computer system) via a multipin connector

at the rear of the TCR chassis.

7
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2.1.3 Modified IRIG-C Time Code

IRIG-C is one of the standard time code formats devised by the

Interrange Instrumentation Group. It consists of a sine wave carrier

signal which bas been amplitude modulated by a level shift signal.

Figure 4 illustrates all of the more pertinent characterisitcs of the

IRIG-C time code. Basically, it is a serial code generated as a

continuous series of time frames. The frame length is 1 min and

remains constant from one frame to the next. Changes occur only in

the time information which is coded into the frame.

Each time frame consists of a series of 120 gated pulses each

of which has a modulated amplitude -3.3 times the carrier amplitude.

The cw pulses correspond to coded elements of recorded time, and

the period from leading edge to leading edge of each pulse is called

the index count and is 0.5 sec for IRIG-C. Every tenth pulse is

called a position identifier (PI), or mark, and these pulses are used

for synchronization during playback and decoding. Thq start of a new

time frame is designated as the leading edge of the first pulse

following the twelfth PI of the previous time frame. Thus the

beginning of each time frame is characterized by two PI's which occur

during two successive index counts. These two adjacent PI's are

designated as a reference marker (RM).

The iccorded time duration of each gated pulse (coded element)

dete•n.x•!s whether it is % position identifier or a "0" or "1"

weit*Ud binary element. These time durations are listed in the

data block of Fig. 4. The identity (i.e., minutes, tens of minutes,

e- c.) of each bit of coded information is determined solely by the

.ILation of that particular coded element within the time frame.

IPIG- C l.Ime information is encoded in that part of the time frame

betweet, position identifiers P1 and P5.

T'P- ':YG-C time code format used on the ACODAC recordings is a

version of the standard IRIG-C with two modificatirzis. As noted above,

12



it is based on a 50 Hz carrier frequency as opposed to the standard

100 Hz carrier. Also, some ACODA'. system information is contained

between position identifiers P5 and P7. The same information is

repeated between P7 and Pg. Specifically, bits 1 through 4 and 6
through 9 after P5 and bits I through 4 after P6 contain the gain

states of the six data amplifiers of each ACODAC unit (2 bits per

amplifier channel). Bits 6 through 9 after P6 contain a binary

system identification number, which i.; the serial number of the ACODAC

unit from which the data tape was acquired.

2.2 Theory of Operation

The amplitude modulated sine wave is input to the analog section

of the TCR. If the signal meets certain requirements, the time

information is "stripped" from the signal and is output to the digital

section via two pulse trains as indicated in Fig. 7.

The digital section of the TCR then decodes the data which is

essentially contained in the large cycle (LC) pulse train. Each group

of LC pulses comprises a coded element, i.e., a "0", a "1", or a

position identifier. Applying the coded element time durations from

Fig. 4 to 50 Hz and 100 Hz carrier frequencies produces the equivalent

numbers of cycles tabulated in Fig. 8. During each index count

(0.5 sec), at least one coded element m.ist appear. Thus the basic

decoding is accomplished by determining both when an LC pulse group

occurs and the total number of LC pulses in the group. The number

of pulses indicates the occurrence of a "0", "1", or "PI" and, by

detecting two PI's in succession, the occurrence of a reference r-arker

(RM) is ascertained. The RM signifies the beginning of the 1 min

"time frame," and the P1's segment che time frame into 12 "sub-frames,"

each having a recorded time duration of 5 sec. The TCR utilizes the

occurrence of the RM's, P1's, and the individual coded elements to

sequence the data read and store operations.

13
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The results of' the digital decoding of the input data are stored

in output registers; these are updated when the PI occurs that follows

the sub-frame in which the data was contained. Both the displays and

the external outputs are driven by these registers.

2.3 Functional Description
2.3.1 Analog Section

2.3.1.1 Signal Level Sense

The time code is received in analog form cn board No. 1 shown

in Fig. 9. Operational amplifier Al is configured as a noninverting

unity gain buffer amplifier, providing a 100 ka input impedance.

The time code information is then presented to operational amplifiers

A4 and A5, which are configured as comparators.

Amplifier A4 is triggered when the buffered input signal is

greater than 0.5 V peak. This indicates sufficient amplitude for the

time code stripper operation. Transistor Q2 detects the output of

Ak and activates a green OK lamp on the front panel when the input

signal is adequate.

Amplifier A5 is triggered on signals greater than 7.5 V peak

to indicate an overload situation. The transistor Q3 detects the

overload signal from the amplifier A5 and activates a red OL lamp on

the front panel.

Time code information that satisfies the level sense circuitry

will be within the dynamic range of the code stripper.

2.3.1.2 Code Stripper

The code stripper provides each cycle (EC) and large cycle (LC)

information for the digital part of the reader. The EC information is

obtained bj operational amplifier A2 which is configured as a zero

crossing detector. The zener diode connected to pin 7 limits the

output of the amplifier to TTL levels.

15
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The 7404 hex inverter gates provide an inverted and buffered

output to both the digital circuitry for processing and the back panel

for monitoring.

The LC information is obtained by the operational amplifier A3,

which is configured as a negative peak detector. If, upon observing

the input signal, the positive part of the modulation appears to be

most favorable for detection, the time code reader input should be

inverted. The peak detector operation is accomplished by the comparison

of the input voltage on pin 3 with the voltage on pin 2. If the voltage

on pin 3 is greater than the voltage on pin 2, the output (pin 6) of A3

goes to +15 V, and the diodes CR2 ana CR3 block any current flow to

C7. If, however, the voltage on pin 3 is less than the voltage on pin 2,

the output goes to -15 V. This provides, by way of the diodes, a

negative voltage on C7 and pin 2 that is slightly less than pin 3,

thereby making the output once again go to +15 V. A negative charge

thus is left on C7 which corresponds to the most negative voltage

applied by the input signal to pin 3. The charge on C7 decays t.•rough

the resistor network R7, R8, and R9 at a rate that is very slow compared

to the modulation period of the time code. When the output of A, is

positive, the voltage on pin 2 is established by the stored voltage on

C7 and the divider network R7, RS, and R9. Hence, during the next

negative cycle provided by the input signal, the voltage on pin 2 is

slightly less negative than that on C7 and represents a threshold level.

During operation, the charge on C7 is maintained at the negative

peak level of the input signal. The threshold voltage on pin 2 is set

by the variable resistor R8. Input cycles that are not more negative

than the threshold are not recorded as large cycle information. Input

cycles that become more negative than the threshold cause the amplifier

A3 to change state, thus indicating a large cycle.

17
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The most desirable setting for the threshold will vary according

to the quality of the time code information. In general, the threshold

may be set at 90% of the peak negative voltage on C7 . However, if the

information is subject to dropouts or ripple with modulation greater

than 10% of the peak signal, errors will occur. The threshold should

then be adjusted to a less negative voltage to permit identifying

large cycles with variations in amplitode. A proper threshold

setting may be found if the dropouts or ripple do not modulate the

signal as much as the time code itself.

Once the large cycle information 'has been identified by the

detector circuit, the output of A3 is converted to TTL logic levels

by transistor Ql and routed to the digital circuitry by pin N. As

with EC information (above), a buffered output is provided to the

rear panel for monitoring.

2.3.2 Digital Section

kiigure I) is a simplified block diagram of the digital decoder

and displays. Note that the blocks are indicated as dashed lines

in the schematics (Figs. 11, 12, and 13).

2.3.2.1 LC Reset Circuit

The EC and LC signals from the analog section are input to the

LC reset circuit. This circuit detects the end of each group of LC

pulses. Subsequently it outputs 2 separate pulse signals to the LC

counter and decoder. Each of these signals consists of a single

pulse having a duration of 2 ýisec. The first of these to occur is the

data latch pulse which is output 1 cycle of the carrier after the end

of the LC pulse group. Tnen the LCR (LC reset) pulse occurs 2 carrier

cycles later.

The LC reset circuit also produces the LIM signal. This is a

relatively very short pulse with a fixed duration of 4 psec and it is

triggered by the leading edge of each LC pulse. Thus it is simply an

abbreviated L pulse.
18
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2.3.2.2 LC Counter and Decoder

The LC signal from the analog section is also input to the LC

counter and decoder along with 50 Hz and 100 Hz carrier select signals

from the switch on the front panel. This circuit counts all of the

pulses in each LC pulse group if the 50 Hz carrier option has been

selected. If the 100 Hz carrier option is selected, a flip-flop first

performs a binary division on the LC pulse train and thus counts only

one-half of the LC pulses in each group. This is the only circuit

provision necessary to accommodate time codes based on the two different

carrier frequencies. Subsequently, the digital decoder performs all

of the logical functions based on a 50 Hz carrier.

The LC counting is performed by a 5-bit binary counter, the

outputs of which are fed to an array of digital logic gates. These

gates are configured such that they will detect any of three different

groups of LC counts. The "0" gating will produce an output for a

4, 5, 6, or 7 LC count; the 'Tl gating will produce an output for an

LC count of 10 through 17 inclusive; and the PI or MARK gating will

produce an output for an LC count of 18 through 23 inclusive. The

ideal numbers are 5 LC counts for a 0, 12 1/2 LC counts for a 1, and

20 LC counts for a PI or MARK (refer to Fig. 8). Thus the IC counter

gating will accommodate a wide error margin in the code.

The final stage of the PI or MARK gating is logically AND-ed

with the date latch pulse from the LC reset circuit, thereby producing

a MARK pulse each time a position identifier is detected.

This MARK pulse is used extensively throughout the remainder of the

digital decoder for timing and synchronization and is also made

available as an output so that the ARL computer (or any other external

device) can use it for the same purposes.

The final scages of both the 0 and 1 gating are also AND-ed

with the data latch pulse, and the resultant pulses are input to an

R-S latch. The latch is configured so that its output will flip to
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a high level anytime a 1 pulse is input to it, and will conversely

flip to a low level for a 0 input pulse. Thus the data bit is stored

in the R-S latch until the next data latch pulse occurs. The R-S

latch output is fed to %ne decoded data register as the DATA signal.

After either a MARK pulse has been produced or the data have

been stored as described above, the LC counter is reset to zero. This

is done by the aforementioned LCR pulse which occurs two carrier cycles

after the data latch. Then the LC counter and decoder is ready to

count and decode the next group of LC pulses.

2.5.2.3 Shift Pulse Generator

There are three inputs to the shift pulse generator. They are

the LCR and LC1 signals from the LC reset circuit and the MARK pulse

from the LC counter and decoder. Using the LCR and LC1 signals, the

beginning of each group of LC pulses is detected, thereby establishing

an index signal. The index is input to a 3-bit binary counter which

is reset to zero by the MARK pulse. The outputs of the index counter

are gated so that the occurrence of the 5th index count after the

previous MARK is detected. The output gating of the shift pulse

generator is then configured to produce a shift pulse at the beginning

of each group of LC pulses except for the 5th LC group after the

previous MARK. The reason for skipping this 5th shift pulse will be

discussed in the section on the decoded data register.

2.3.2.4 Reference MARK Generator

The reference MARK generator detects the occurrence of two

adjacent position identifiers or MARKS. This is accomplished by

inputting the MARK signal to a 2-.counter. Reset of the 2-counter

is performed by the FG--R (reference mark generator reset) signal from

the shift pulse generator. Since the RMGR occurs during the 5th LC

group after the previous MARK, the counter will reach a count of two

only when the MARKS occur in adjacent LC groups. Upon detection of

two adjacent MARKS, the reference MARK generator outputs an RM

(reference MARK) pulse signal.
24



2.3.2.5 Decoded Data Register

This register accepts and stores all of the significant data

'which occur between two successive PI's, i.e., during each subframe.

At the end of the subframe, the acquired data bits are all available

on parallel output lines to the output data latches.

The modified IRIG-C time code which the ARL-TCR is designed to

read has no significant data in the 5th coded element (LC pulse group)

of each subframe. Therefore each subframe contains only 8 significant

data bits. The data from the LC counter and decoder is shifted into

the decoded data register by the shift pulses from the shift pulse

generator. Although the LC counter and decoder identifies all of the

coded elements within a subframe, the ,hift pulse for the 5th data

bit after each PI is inhibited by the shift pulse generator. Thus

the 5th coded element in each subframe is ignored.

The decoded data register is comprised of an 8-bit serial-in,

parallel-out bidirectional shift register and two data input gates.

These gates are driven by the forward/reverse (F/R) steering circuit

and direct the data to the right serial or left serial input of the

shift register for forward or reverse data acquisition respectively.

The F/R steering circuit also provides clocking and initial loading

of the register so zhat the data is right-shifted for forward data

acquisition and left-shifted for reverse data acquisition. These

functions are performed by the F/R steering circuit in order thAt the

parallel data bit outputs (01 through 08) available at the end of each

subframe are in the same order regardless of whether the time code is

being read in the forward or reverse direction.

2.3.2.6 Position Identifier Generator

The PI generator sequentially produces 6 successive PI pulses

with a fixed length of 10 psec, each on a separate signal line.
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These PI pulses occur in time coincidence wi~h the MARK pulses

that follow the subframes containing time code or ACODAC data. Thus,

the PI pulses produced for the forward direction of data acquisition

are P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, and P7, and are fed to the data output latches.

There they are used to update the data in each output latch once per

time frame. This will be explained in more detail in the section on

the data output latches.

When the reverse direction of data acquisition is selected, the

PI pulses required to update the data output latches must be coincident

with P6, P5, P4, P3, P2, and P1, in that order. Therefore, in the

reverse read mode, the PI pulse on the signal line labeled P7 is

actually P6 and it is the first PI pulse to occur in that mode.

Similarly, P6 is replaced by P5 and so on, such that the last PI pulse

to occur in the reverse mode is P1 and it appears on the signal line

labeled P2.

The PI generator consists primarily of an 8-bit, parallel-in,

parallel-out bidirectional shift register together with a set of output

gates wihich logically AND the shift register outputs with a MARK pulse.

Only the 6 centermost outputs of the shift register are used since

only 6 PI pulses are rp:.uired. The right and left serial inputs to

the shift register are grounded (set to zero). Initially, the shift

register is loaded with a 1 in the first bit and zeroes in the other

bits. Then, each time the shift register is clocked, the 1 will move

to the next bit in the register and all of the other bits will be

zeroes. Thus the 1 output is sequenced through the shift register,

and the outputs, in conjunction with the AND-ed MARK pulse, provide

the 6 sequential P! pulses.

The clocking and initial loading of the shift register is

performed by control inputs from the F/R steering circuit. Essentially

the shift register is clocked by MARK pulses selected by the F/R

steering circuit to provide the PI pulse outputs in the proper order.
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In the forward direction of data acquisition, the register is right

shifted, and in the reverse direction it is left shifted. Thus the

output sequence of the PI pulses is reversed for the two different

directions.

2.3.2.7 Forward/Reverse Steering Circuit

An input from the forward/reverse direction switch on the front

panel of the TCR informs the forward/reverse (F/R) steering circuit of

the direction in which the time code is to be read. Then this circuit

provides the necessary controls for the decoded data register and PI

generator such that the proper information is obtained from time codes

read in either the forward or reverse direction.

The data input control furnished to the decoded data register is

simply a pair of complimentary signals (FR and W) which only change

states when the position of the F/R switch is changed.

The RM pulse and the MARK pulse are both input to the F/R

steering circuit. There they are used in conjunctio.i with the input

from the F/R switch to produce the signals nece. 3ary to control the

direction in which the shift registers of the decoded data register

and the PI generator are shifted. The F/R circuit also provides

for the parallel load of the shift register in the PI generator.

The pulses used to clock the shift register in the P! generator

are selected by the F/R steering cLrcuit. Tnis is accomplished by

counting MARK pulses after the occurrence of the RM pulse. In the

forward direction of data acquisition, the first MARK pulse is thus

ignored and the succeeding MARK pulses are then output to the

PI generator to clock its shift pulse. Similarly, in the reverse

direction of data acquisition, the first 5 MARK pulses are ignored,

thei-eby providing the proper sequence of clock pulses to the PI

generator.
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2.3.2.8 Data Output Latches

The parallel data lines from the decoded data register are fed

to the data inputs of the output data latches. Although each of the

latches has a maximum capacity of 8 bits, only the data lines required

for each individual latch are input to it.

There are a total of seven output data latches, six of which are

configured so that each stores the decoded data from one of the six

subframes that contain time code or ACODAC information. Specifically

the latches are designated: the minutes latch, the hours latch, the

days latch No. 1 (units and tens of days), the days latch No. 2

(hundreds of days), the system data latch No. 1 (gain states of the

first four data amplifiers in the ACODAC), and the system data latch

No. 2 (gain states of the two remaining data amplifiers plus the

system identification number;. The data stored in each of these

six latches is updated by the appropriate PI pulse. Thus the

information which is decoded during each subframe is set into the

output data latch by the PI at the beginning of the next subframe.

In this way, all of these latches are updated once during each time

frame.

The outputs of each of the six latches discussed above are fed

directly to their associated displays. Consequently the 0.splays

are updated at the same time as the associated output dala latches.

New data is clocked into the 7th output data latch (designated

the external output latch) by each MARK pulse. Thus it is updated

at the beginning of every subframe, and the eight data bits which it

stores are the 1st through 4th and 6th through 9th coded elements of

the previous subframe.

The eight output bits from this latch, along with the MARK for

timing purposes, are fed to any external device via a connector on the

rear of the TCR chassis. The specific external device to which these
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outputs are fed during analysis of the ACODAC tapes is the CDC 5200

computer system at ARL.

2.5.5 Displays

2.3.3.1 Time Displays

Display of the time information is accomDlished via three modules

which are commercially produced by ESE of Inglewood, California. The

minutes data and hours data are each displayed via a Model ES-922,

2-digit display module. The day's data is displayed via a Model

ES-923, 3-digit display module. It should be noted that the wiring

of the ES-923 module has been modified to allow a common latch clock

for digits 1 and 2 and a separate latch cloc' f.•_ digit 3. Specifica-

tion sheets which include schematics of the modules types of display

are provided in Figs. 14 and 15. The modules contain a planar 7-segment

incandescent display tube for each decimal digit; each tube is mounted

on a printed circuit card along with a BCD-to-7 segment decoder-driver

integrated circuit for each tube. In addition, the output data latch

(the 7475 integrated circuits) associated with each of these displays

is mounted on the same printed circuit card; this can be Feen in the

schematics. A lamp test for the display tubes of the modules is

activated by momentary ar:tion of the lamD test switch on the TOR front

panel.

2.3.5.2 ACODAC System Data Display

Display of the ACODAC system data contained between position

identifiers P5 and P7 of the time code is accomplished via an array

of 16 small incandescent panel-type lamps. Each lamp corresponds to

one of the decoded data bits and its binary state is indicated as a 1

when lit and a 0 when not lit.

These lamps are each driven by an open collector type of integrated

circuit inverter which is capable of sinking 40 mA of current. The

inverters are in turn driven by an array of gates on the outputs of
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The ESE Model ES-922 is a 2 digit incandescent display module
which operates 1rom a single 45 Vdc supply.

Connector Contacts (Letters) - Buttom Cunta'ýt:*

Top Side Bottom Side (Numerals) - Top ContactUs

Contact Function Contact Function L K J HF D C B A

I Ground A Lamp Test 40800 3 1
2 4- 5Vdc B Common Latch Clocl
3 B I C A! TOP.
4 CI D D! VIEW 3.75"
5 B2 E A2

oC2 F D)2

,, - J - Height
. 75 Ki (.DSin(

10 L__ _ _ _ _
911Dgit 1. 8"

ii 2 Digit I

Schematic AAD 2  D

0 Common
Latch
Clock

G N D - ITL a m

-1 Test8 7 1 26 3 8 7 1 2 6 3
744t7 7,147

9 0 1112131415 16 9101112131415 16
~~~~ . .. . 1 11 0-.- - .5vdci

DA1300 'DA 1300

Digit 2 Digit I

Electrical Specifications

Supply current drain will be typically 375 mAat +5Vdc. Complete
dlata sheets on IC's and display tubes will be furnished upon request.

ARL - UT
FIGURE 14 AS-74-403LLM - OR

ESE MODEL ES-922 DISPLAY MODULE - SCHEMATIC 3.LM .- 4
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The ESE Model ES-923 is a 3 digit incandescent display module which
operates from a singlct5Vdc supply.

M'echanical (Lottcrs) Bottom Contacts

(Numerals) Top Contacts L K J H F E D C B A

Top Side Buttuln Side
Contact Function Contoct Function

I Ground A Lamp Tcst
2 5Vdc B Conmon Latch Clock VIEW

3 B I C Al1
4 Cl .D D I
5 B2 E AZ Height 0
; C2 F D2 l. 75 in.
7 B3 H A3 D8 C3 J D3 DiigD Dii7r2 D

9 - I- - 2.71.

i Io Ino
13 26 7 3 13 26 7 34 132 6 7 34 CornimotS 7475 7475 7475 Latch

D~~l300 DAI300 Dl0

Digit 3 Digit 2 Digit 1

l"hct ra l SA'cifications

Supply current (train will be typically 550 mAat 4- 5Vdc, Complete data sheets on IC's
and lisdi.ay tubcs will be provided upon rcqtucSt.

FIGURE 15

ESE MODEL ES-923 DISPLAY MODULE - SCHEMATIC

ARL •UT
AS .74.404
LLM_ • DR
3 .25 4 74
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system data latches No. 1 and No. 2. The gates allow the display

lamps tc be tested simultaneously with the digital display modules by

activating the LAMP TEST switch as described above.

Although the lamps are designed for 7.5 V operation, they are

activated by only about 4.5 V in this application. The resulting

brightness is still quite good, and the service life of the bulbs

should be greatly extended.

2.3.4 Power Supply

The dc power required by the TCR circuits and displays is

provided by a triple output power supply produced by Powertec, Inc., of

Chatsworth, California. It is a model 2R-7TT unit with outputs of

5 V at 6 A and ±15 V at 1.3 A each. The supply is also equipped with

overvoltage protectors on each of its outputs. Schematics,

specifications, and application data for the supply and overvoltage

protectors are located in the manufacturers data in-Appendix A.

2.4 O2eration

2.4.1 Equipment Layout and Construction

The TCR is packaged entirely on a single 17.0 in. wide by

18.5 in. deep chassis behind a 3.5 in. high panel for mounting in a

standard 19 in. wide rack. AlL of the input/output connectors are

located at the rear of the chassis, and all of the controls and displays/

are Jocated on the front panel. Except for the dc power supply and
the display boards, all of the circuitry is contained on four circuit

boards, each measuring 4.5 in. x 7.0 in. Board No. 1 contains the

analog input section. Boards No. 2, 5, and 4 contain the digital

decoder section.

Figure 16 is the chassis wiring diagram for the entire time code

reader.
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2.4.2 Inputs/Outputs

All inputs to and outputs from the TCR are accomplished via

connectors at the rear of the chassis (see Fig. 17).

2.4.2.1 Inputs

There are only two inputs to the ARL time code reader. A

standard 'ack at the rear of the chassis provides an input for 115 V,

ac, 60-cycle, single phase power required by the TCR.

The time coded signal is input to the TOR via a BNC type

connector at the rear of the chassis. This signal must be an

IRIG-C time coded signal based on either a 50 Hz or 100 Hz carrier.

The playback speed of the tape must be maintained between a minimum

of 1 times and a maximum of 160 times the recording speed of the tape.

The amplitude modulation must be such that the ratio of modulated to

unmodulated signal is at least 1.1.

2.4.2.2 Outputs

The time code reader outputs the following signals on BNC type

connectors.

2.4.2.2.1 EC

The square wave corresponding to the carrier of the input time

coded signal (uncommitted standard TTL output gate).

2.4.2.2.2 LC

The gated pulse train whmich corresponds to the large modulated

cycles of the carrier (uncommitted standard TTL output gate).

2.4.2.2.3 MARK (interrupt,

The pulse signal which is produced each time a position identifier

element is detected in the time code. This is used by the ARL CDC 3200

.2oaputer system for synchronization of the data analysis (uncommitted

standard TTL output gate).
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2.4.2.2.4 Reference MARK (RM)

Indicates the double position identifiers separating the minute

intervals.

2.4.2.2.5 Data Output/Computer Interface

The eight digital data outputs (see wiring diagram for connector

pin designations - Fig. 18) for use by an external device, such as

the ARL computer system. These outputs are updated at the occurrence

of each position identifier (MARK), and each data bit corresponds

to one of the eight significant coded elements contained in the

subframe prior to the position identifier (uncommitted standard TTL

output gate).

2.4.3 Controls

All of the controls for the TCR are located on its front panel

(see Fig. 5). The function of each is described below.

S.4.5.1 OWR ON-OFF

Applies ac power to the TCR.

2.L.3.2 CARRIER, 50 Hz to 100 Hz

Provides the choice of reading IRIG-C time code based on either

a 50 Hz or 100 Hz carrier.

2.4.5.3 DIRECTION, FORWARD-REVERSE

Provides the choice of reading the input IRIG-C time code in

either the forward or reverse direction, referenced to the direction

in which it was originally recorded.

2.4.3.4 LIGHT TEST

Activates all cf the display circuits such that every lump and

every segment of the digital displays should light up to indicate its

condition when this switch is momentarily depressed.
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2.4,3.-5 Input Sensitivity

Permits adjustment of the input sensitivity to the TCR according

to the discussion of paragraph 2.3.1.2.
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5.0 PHASE LOCKED LOOP FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER

5,1 Introduction

3.1.1 Background

To compensate for fluctuations in tape recorder speed (record

and playback), the reference signal used in digitizing analog signals

recorded on tape needs to be synchronized to the tape speed. If the

fluctuations in tape speed are not compensated for, the signals

reproduced from the tape will vary in frequency due to those

fluctuations. This will reduce the resolution of any frequency analysis

performed on these signals. Thus, a phase locked loop frequency

multiplier (PLY,) is employed which is synchronized to a reference

signal on the tape. The PLFM will provide any desired harmonic of

the reference signal required for digitizing and wvill compensate for

the tape speed fluctuations. Figures 19 and 20 are graphs of the

results of computing the power spectrum of a 100 Hz calibration

zignal produced from one of the ACODAC tapes. The signal was first

digitized using 12 kliz as the sampling frequency. The graph of the

power spectrum computed from these data is shown in Fig. 19. The tape

was then redigitized, using as the sampling frequency the 12th harmonic

of the time code signal. The power spectrum computed from these data

is shown in Fig. 20. The improvement in the resolution of the computed

power spectrum can easily be seen.

The ACODAC analog tapes have a 50 Hz signal that is used to

encode time information which is used for a reference signal. Since

the signals are reproduced at 20 times the recording speed, this time

code signal used as an input to the PLF4 has a nominal frequency of

1 kHz. The location of the PLF4 in the data analysis system is shown

in Fig. 21.
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3.1.2 General Description

The output frequency of the phase locked loop frequency

multiplier (PLFM) is an integral multiple of the input reference

frequency

f =N+
0 o"R "

3.2 Theory of Operation

A block diagram of the PLFM is shown in Fig. 22. The output

frequency (f 0 ) is divided by a binary counter to produce the frequency

fo/N. This frequency is compared with the reference frequency fR in a

phase detector; if the two frequencies are not identical, an error

signal is produced. The error signal is then filtered and used to

correct f until f1N=fR.

3.5 Functional Description

The input, output, and power supply leads should be connected

according to the markings on the case. The desired multiplier factor

(N) in binary form is selected by using the eight toggle switches on

the front panel of the PLME. The convention used for the switches is

down for 1 and up for 0, with the least significant digit being the

switch farthest to the right.

Since the phase detector triggers off the trailing edges of the

input signal, the fall times of the input signal should be kept as

short as possible to reduce the time uncertainty to a minimum. The

PLFM should be operated within the limits described below.

(1) lOkHz f 0  36 kHz

(2) 1 - N= 28

(3) reference signal 1 50 V p-p

(4) 9 V 5 power supply 5 15 V at 200 mA
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3.4 Circuit Description

The circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 23. Its components and

their operations are described in the following paragraphs. For a

more detailed analysis of this type of circuit or certainly before

attempting any modification of this circuit, it would be advisable

to refer to the Motorola phase locked loop handbook. (5)

3.4.1 Phase Detector and Low Pass Filter

The phase detector and the active elements of the low pass

filter are contained in the Motorola IC, MC 4044. A transistor

(2N4401) and a diode (IN 914) have been added to the input to

protect the phase detector from signals larger than 5 V. The active

filter has a loop bandwidth (fBW) of 8 Hz and a damping factor

(6) of 0.6.

3.4.2 Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO)

A Motorola MC 4024 IC is used for the VCO. The ratio of

maximum frequency to minimum frequency for this VCO is approximately

3.5 to 1. The frequency range of the VCO in its present configuration

is 10 kHz to 36 kHz, but this range can be raised or lowered by

decreasing or increasing the size of the capacitor between pins 3

and 4.

3.4.3 Programmable Counter

The programmable counter consists of two Motorola MC 4018 IC's

and will divide the VCO output by any number selected from 1 to 128.

3.4.4 Voltage Regulator

The low pass filter and the VCO obtain their power via a separate

voltage regulator (Motorola IC MC 1723G) because of their extreme

sensitivity to noise on their power supply. Any noise picked up in

this way will be manifested as "jitt'r" on the output frequency.
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4.o HIGH PASS FILTERS

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Background

Because of the presence of extraneous, low frequency, large

amplitude signals on the ACODAC tapes, the analog signals must be

high pass filtered before they are digitized. These undesired signals

are due to system noise in the electronics and cable strumming on the

ACODAC hydrophone array. If these signals are not eliminated, their

large amplitudes will seriously reduce the dynamic range of the

spectral analysis of the desired signals. Since some of the noise

signals were present on some tapes and not on others, it was desirable

to have a high pass filter whose cutoff frequency (-3 dB) could be

alternately set to 125 Hz or 220 Hz. This could allow the bandwidth

of the system to be as large as the varying noise conditions permitted.

The location of the high pass filters in the data analysis system is

shown in Fig. 24.

4.1.2 General Description

The assembly consists of 3 separate 4-pole active Butterworth

high pass filters. In keeping with the requirement noted above, the

cutoff frequency (-5 dB) of each filter can be independently set to

either 125 Hz or 220 Hz by means of a toggle switch on the front panel.

4.2 Theo of Operation

Shown in Fig. 25 is the general circuit configuration foe an

individual 2-pole filter section. Each of the high pass filters uses

two of these sections in series. The transfer function for each

2-pole filter section in terms of filter parameters is

E /V = S2 /(S 2 +25% S+% 2 )
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where

E2 is the output voltage for tbe 2-pole section,

E1 is the input voltage,

8 is the damping factor, and

a) is the undamped frequency of oscillation.
0

In order to obtain a Butterworth response the coefficients from the

fourth ordered Butterworth polynomial are used in the transfer function

of the filter. The fourth ordered Butterworth polynomial in factored

form is (S 2+0.76536s+l)(S2+1.84776S+1). Therefore, the overall transfer

function for both 2-pole sections cascade.d will be

Eout S 4

E in (S 2 +0.76536wcs+w 2 ) (S 2 +l.84776w S+, 2)
c c c c

where % is the -3 dB point of the resulting 4-pole filter. The

damping factors for the two filte" sections derived from the last

equation are

E= 0.76536/2 , and

82= 1.84776/2

It is important that the first 2-pole section S in the series have the

larger of the two damping factors (82); otherwise the filter will

saturate at relatively low input levels at some frequencies.

4.3 Functional Description

The design procedure is shown below for the calculation of the

component values which will be used for each 2-pole section (see

Fig. 25).
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(1) C1 is chosen as some convenient value. In this case

C1 = 0.02 ý±F

(2) The damping factors, 51 and 82, for the two filter sections

are obtained from the fourth ordered Butterworth polynomial which is

(S2 + 0.76536 s + 1)(S2 + 1.84776 s + 1)

The damping factors derived from this polynomial are

281 = 1.84776 and

282 = 0.76536

(3) C2 = C1

(4) = C , where f is the desired -3 dB point.

1(5) R2 --2  Clf

(6) This procedure is repeated for the design of the second

section with the substitution 25=0.76536.

A schematic of the resulting filter is shown in Fig. 26 and

frequency response curves are shown in Fig. 27. It can be seen from

the design equations that only the resistor values need be changed to

alter the cutoff frequencies. In order to have the capability of

"selecting either a 125 Hz or 220 Hz cutoff frequency (-3 dB), resistor

values have been calculated for both cases, and the sets of resistors

may be alternately switched into the circuit using toggle switches.

When a toggle switch is in the up position, the cutoff frequency

for the corresponding filter is 125 Hz; when down, the cutoff frequency

is 220 Hz. The high pass filter assembly requires dc input Iower of

±15 V at 75 mA. The input voltages should be limited to 20 V p-p

to avoid saturating the amplifiers. The impedance presented to the

input of the filters should be no larger than 10 kn, whereas the

terminating impedance should be greater than 50 k•.
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5.0 OVERLOAD AND CALIBRATION DETECTORS FOR ACODAC DATA ANALYSIS

5.1 Problems from Recording Extreme Amplitudes

5.1.1 Background

The acoustic data acquisition capsule (ACODAC) uses analog

magnetic tape to record six channels of analog acoustic information

from a hydrophone array. Should the amplitude of information fail

to satisfy established maximum and minimum levels for recording purposes,

the gain in the preamplifiers can be reset at any 10 dB increment from

+10 dB to +40 dB. Although the information level is monitored

continuously, the desired gain change is delayed until the following

minute interval from the time code reader. This sequence ensures a

minute of analog information at a fixed preamplifier gain setting that

is coded with the time code information. For reduction purposes the

time code channel can be read to determine the gain setting of any infor-

mation channel during the previous minute.

5.1.2 Overload and Calibration Tone Generation

Abrupt changes in the acoustic level, such as from impulses, may

exceed the recording capabilities of the system before sufficient

gain correction can be made. Such data is not reliable and should not

be used. The ACODAC (Ref. 2) electronics senses the excessive levels

and denotes it as overload information by interrupting the data channel

and inserting two simultaneous tones of 75 Hz and 200 Hz. The period

of the overload indication is the greater of 9.75 carrier frequency

cycles or the duration of the overload itself.

A calibration signal of two simultaneous tones of 50 liz and

200 Hz is applied to all of the data channe!s once every six hours.

This calibration sequence provides an indication of recording

conditions.
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5.1.3 Overload and Calibration Tone Detection

Overload detectors were designed to identify the overload tones

and indicate them to the computer that is digitizing the analog

information. A visual indicator was also provided for operator

editing of the tape. Since the analog to digital converter has the

capability of digitizing three analog channels simultaneously, three

identical overload detectors were fabricated.

One of the detector channels was configured to identify the

presence of a calibration tone. The calibration tone is recognized

by its long duration of 200 Hz information. The location of the

overload and calibration tone detectors in the data analysis system

is shown in Fig. 28.

5.2 Theory of Operation

Each data channel is monitored for signals produced by the

ACODAC system. Upon detection of the two simultaneous overload tones

or the calibration tone, an electronic latch is tripped to provide

a signal for the computer and to illuminate an indicator on the front

panel. The computer interrogates the system once every time code

minute. If the tripoed latch indication is present during the

interrogation, the event is recorded, and the computer automatically

"resets the latch.

A manual reset is provided on the front panel enabling an

operator to monitor a tape and reset the event latches manually.

5.3 Functional Description

5.3.1 Overload Detector Circuit

The. overload detector circuit contains two tone decoders (NE 56T)

for each data channel (see Fig. 29). The free running frequency of the

tone decoder is set by the resistors and capacitors connected to pin 5

and pin 6 on the decoder. The free running frequencies should be set
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equal to the 75 Hz and the 200 Hz overload tones in the playback mode.

Hence, if the data were to be played back at 20 times the recorded

speed, the free running frequency of the low frequency decoder would

be set at 1500 Hz, and the frequency of the high frequency decoder at

4000 Hz. The tone decoders are designed to detect 15 successive cycles

of incoming information within a bandwidth that is 10% of the center

frequency. A 2-input NOR gate is the monitor of the outputs of the

decoders; it senses when simultaneous overload tones have been detected.

When simultaneous tones are received, a latch consisting of two NOR

gates is tripped. The output of the latch drives a transistor, which

turns on a red front panel lamp and an inverter, which in turn acts as

a buffer to the computer.

5.3.2 Reset

A reset may be accomplished either mechanically by the computer

or manually by an operator. The computer reset signal passes through

an inverter to a SN74121 monostable that generates a pulse to all

of the latches. An operator may reset the system by pressing a

momentary pushbutton on the front panel that triggers the reset

monostable.

5.3.3 Calibration

The calibration tone indicator identifies the presence of a

persisting 200 Hz frequency. Since the calibration tone is presented

to all data channels simultaneously, only one channel needs to be

monitored. Any of the high frequency overload tone detectors will

determine the presence of the 200 Hz frequency; therefore, the

channel 1 decoder is monitored for convenience. A NOR gate is used

to determine the presence of the 200 Hz tone but not the 75 Hz and

200 Hz overload tones. The output of this NOR gate is buffered

and integrated to ensure the presence of a calibration tone and not

random 200 Hz information. Upon confirmation of a calibration tone, a

two NOR gate latch is tripped. The latch drives an inverted and

buffered output on the computer and a green indicator lamp appears on

the front panel.
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6.o PULSE DELAY CIRCUIT

6.1 Introduction

The signal from the RTA to the analog to digital converter for

the computer consists of commutated analog information with undesirable

ringing at the commutation transitions. The sampling command for the

A/D is generated simultaneously with the commutation command. Thus

when the A/D samples during the ringing, it obtains poor quality

information. Therefore, a delay circuit has been fabricated to command

the A/D to sample the commutated information at a time when the ringing

ceases. The location of the delay circuit in the data analysis system

is shown in Fig. 30.

6.2 Theory of Operation

A circuit has been "Lesigned to trigger on the commutator transition

command and to provide a 6 psec output pulse after a 70 psec delay time.

6.3 Functional Description

The pulses marking the commutation transition are fed into an

inverter that in turn triggers a MN74121 monostable shown in Fig. 31.

The monostable time period of approximately 70 psec is established by

the external capacitor and a resistor that is internal to the

integrated circuit. This monostable establishes the delay necessary for

the ringing of the analog transition to lease.

The output of the first monostable triggers a second monostable

that generates a short pulse (6 gsec) that is buffered by an inverter and

transmitted to the computer.

The power supply requirements of this circuit are 50 mA at +5 Vdc.

The input and output are TTL compatible.
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7.0 REAL TMIE ANALYZER (RTA) RESET COUWITER

7.1 Introduction

A 1/3 octave band analysis of the ACODAC data is perfomLed via a

real time ANALYZER. A pulse counter circuit is necessary to determine

when the analyzer memory is filled with new information. When the

1500 samples required to fill the memory are received, a Dulse is sent

to command the analyzer to process the new information. The analog

information is subject to gain changes at the minute marks of the

time code reader; thus the counter is reset by the time code minute

mark to prevent the loading of the memory with information from two

adjacent minutes with different gain settings. The location of the

RTA reset counter in the AUNALYSIS SYSTEM4 is shown in Fig. 32.

7.2 Theory of Operation

A counter circuit is preset to 1500 counts which represents the

number of samples required to fill the RTA memory. Each sample command

for the analyzer memory also shifts the downcounter. When the counter

has been shifted down 1500 times, a pulse is produced that presets

the counter to 1500 and the counter commands the RTA to process the new

information in the memory.

A minute mark from the time code reader will reset the counter

withcut producing an output pulse. Thus the memory continues to take

new information until 1500 samples after the minute mark have been

loaded. This prevents the RTA memory from containing information from

more than one ACODAC minute interval.

7.5 Functional Description

The sample clock is inverted by a NAND gate which drives a

SN74193 up-down binary counter as shown in Fig. 33. This is the first

of three counters programmed to count down from 1500. When the

countdown is completed, a pulse is generated at pin 13 of the last

counter. The pulse triggers a 0174121 monostable whose output goes

6P
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to the RTA via a NAND gate buffer. The output of the counter also

goes to a NAND gate with the minute mark reset; this gate detects

either the minute mark or the completed count and presets the counters

through a NAND inverter. Since the minute mark reset does not go to

the monostable, no output pulse is generated during this preset

command.

The countp.rs can be reprogrammed for different sampling criteria

by selecting the proper preset loads in the inputs A, B, C, and D to

the SN74193's.

The power requirements for this circuit are 16o mA at +5 Vdc.

The inputs and outputs are TTL compatible.
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8.o suMMARY

This report provides a description of special hardware that was

fabricated to permit analysis of ACODAC data. Discussion of the

hardware provides an explanation of the problems and the solutions.

Flow charts are presented to show the relationship of the devices

with other system functions. A description of the hardware with

circuit diagrams is provided to assist in operation and maintenance.
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MAUJFACTURER'S DATA FOR PROCURED EQUIPMENT
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APPLICATION DATA
OEM SERIES

TRIPLE OUTPUT
DC POWER SUPPLY

MODEL 2R-70T

SPECIFICATIONS
AC INPUT: 105 to 125VAC, 47 to 53Hz (Derate Unit 15". OVERLOAD PROTECTION: Unit is protected from overload

for 50Hz operation). For wider range & short circuit using the current fold-
or 400Hz operation, consult the factory. back method.

DC OUTPUT RATINGS: INPUT FUSING: 2A input fusing is recommended for power

OUTPUT OUTPUT (1) MAX. OUTPUT XFMR (2) supply protection.

VOLTAGE CURRENT TERMINALS

Al 12 V 1.5 A 12 V COOLING: Convection cooled. Moving air is desirable when
15 V 1.3 A 15 V mounted in a contined area. Do not re-

strict airflow through baseplate for maxi-
A2 12 V 1.5 A 12 V mum ratings.

15 V 1.3 A 15 V
13 V 16A Ns A OPERATING TEMPERATURE: See table below

- -
PERCENT OF FULL RATED

(1). Adj. range ± 5%• LOAD AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

(2). See outline drawing '400C +500C +600C .710C

REGULATION: Line t 0.25%, Load t 0.25% 100%, 75% 50- 35,

OUTPUT RIPPLE: 1 mV RMS, 3 mV p to p CONSTRUCTION: All aluminum, anodized

TRANSIENT RESPONSE: 50C sec. for 50. load change. WEIGHT: 8.2 Pounds

CONNECTIONS FOJR VARIOUS VOLTAGES

BASIC CONFIGURATION OPTIONAL

OUTPUTS Al + 0- +12V to 15V OUTPUTS Al + 0 +12Vto ISV

A1) -12V to 15V - 1) -5V -
A2) -12V to 15V COMMON 2) .12V to 15V COMMON

OPTIONAL OPTIONAL

OU3)U5V fAltn IA +h 0 3)4 to3VOUPT - 1V to 20V A

1) +24V to 30V- 1) 17V to 20V

2) +12V to 15V +1,2V to 15V 2) -12V to 15V3) I5V A2 +3) 35V " -

E I - 12V to 15V

A3 + --- V-03+5V 5V
COMMON -- COMMON

15092-003 REVA ALL INFORMATION ON THIS MANUAL SUBJECT
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Check voltage test points shown on schematic 13984 for ease of failure determination

(Applies to Al or A2)
FAILURE INDICATION: CHECK-

1. High input current. blows fuses. C1 shorted
CR1-CR4 shorted

2. Poor regulation, high output ripple. C1 open
CRl-CR4 open
Q3 shorted
possible output overload

3. High output voltage and ripple, poor reg- Q1. Q3 shorted
ulation. Q2 open

4. Low output voltage with excessive ripple. C3 leaky
CRl*CR4 open
Q4 shorted

______________________________________ possible output overload

5. Excessive unit heating, improper input frequency or voltage
possible output overload
inadequate ventilation
improper transformer tap connection

(See schematic)

Check voltari test points shown on schematic 15033 for ease of failure determination.
(Applies to A3)

FAILURE INDICATION: CHECK:
1. High input current, blows fuses CI 1:3 shorted

____________________________________ CRl.CR4 shorted
2. Pc-' regulation, high output ripple. Cl.C3 open

CRI-CR4 open
Q2 shorted

____________________________________ possible output overload
3. High output voltage and ripple, poor reg- Q1. Q2 shorted

ulation. Q4 open
4. Low output voltage with excessive ripple. C5 leaky

CR1.CR4 open
Q3 shorted

____________________________________ possible output overload
5. Excessive unit heating. improper input frequency or voltige

possible output overload
inadquate ventilatica
improper transformer tap connection

_____________________________________ (See schematic) -

CON~'tfl S.ýj( y AlCROSS ItAIAt (All TO - TIAPTWAL (A21
OR? %AL 1,S A S) O t I . (1., 1 260
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SPECI FICATIONS: maximum clockwise position until the OVP unit triggers
VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT RANGE: 6.5 - 33.0 VDC as indicated by a zero reading on M1. Leave R5 in this

position.
MAXIMUM CURRENT: 12 AMPS intermittent 4. The unit is now properly adjusted and ready for

8 AMPS Continuous installation.

ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE:,
The OVP unit should be adjusted to trigger at the suggested TS 14
voltage es indicated in Figure 1 VLAEM V

POWER SUPPLY SUGGESTED OVP R 1-7
OUTPUT VOLTAGE TRIGGER VOLTAGE RI MI ADJUSTMENT TEST CIRCUIT

5 VOC 6.5 VOC 68Ax 1 w ACC. FIGURE2

6 7 2L RTO INSTALLATION PROCEDURE:,
12 14 lSOxL -2w WITHIN Connect the OVP unit in parallel with the power supply as
15 17 200-n 2w 1% OF indicated in~ Figure 3

18 21 250A 5w SUGGST
____- ________ -ED OVP 4-

2 0 24 2E50A5w TRIGGER + +
'24 28 1300A 5-1VOLTAGE1 POWER OVP

FIGURE 1 SUPPLY UNIT

1. Connect test circuit as shown in Figure 2.
2. Energize and adjust the test voltage source to the OPISALTO IGA

suggested OVP trigger voltage. OPISALTO IGA
3. Slowly rotate the adjustment potentiomtster (R5) from its FIGURE 3

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

FAILURE INDICATION ICHECK
1. UNIT REMAINS SHORTED AFTER AN OVERVOLT- SCRI SHORTED

AGE CONDITION IS CORRECTED. 012 SHORTED
2. UNIT REMAINS SHORTED AFTER ALL VOLTAGE IS SCRI SHORTED

REMOVED.
3. UNIT TRIGGERS ERRATICALLY ON NOISE SPIKES C1 OPFN

ORTRANSIENTS ____________________

SCRI OPEN
01 OPEN

4. UNIT FAILSTO TRIGGER. CR2 OPEN
R5 OPEN

_____________________________________C1 SHORTED

1.55

.56
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